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cheech and chong’s animated
movie is a truly odd film that
was not only commercially
unsuccessful, but absolutely
maddeningly inconsistent. the
film is basically a self-
proclaimed synopsis of the
entire life of cheech and chong.
each member of the central
cast of two appears in the film
(which takes place over the
course of about two hours and
thirty minutes) as two different
characters, and they all exist in
a kind of co-dependent
relationship. the characters
range from cheech and chong
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themselves, through the core
members of their band, linda
lovelace (cheech's wife), ben
blue (cheech's producer),
lenore aiko (lovelace's
manager), the band's
illegitimate daughter, gloria
benavides, and even a cop.
cheech and chong, a comedy
duo that make most of their
money by selling marijuana, hit
amsterdam to attend a comedy
show. once there, they
encounter a performance by
burt reynolds and dolly parton,
impersonating a famous duo.
unfortunately, the show is
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poorly organized and poorly
attended, and cheech and
chong are left broke. with the
money they'd made selling
marijuana, they decide to
stage a stand-up routine. while
they do that, they follow burt
reynolds and dolly parton's
steps and are presented as
reynolds and parton. this
movie came from the same
cult which produced the drug-
related comedies beavis and
butt-head, american pie and
harold & kumar. this movie was
not as popular as the first two
comedies in the series, but it
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has a cult following. this is the
sixth movie in the cheech &
chong series.
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Torrent Cheech And Chong Up In Smoke

the second film of cheech and
chong, up in smoke is very

different from the first. the first
film was a lot about cheech

and chong as drug deals and
their drug addiction - up in

smoke is much more about the
characters being stoned and
having fun. this movie is very
funny and a great addition to

the cheech & chong collection!
up in smoke is a great example
of comedy that is completely
different from what you would
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expect from cheech & chong
and their fans. i agree with

most people that "up in smoke"
is not as good as the first film
but it has it's moments. this
movie was still an enjoyable
show and very different from

the first. though "up in smoke"
is not the best of the movie, it

is still a very enjoyable comedy
and if you haven't seen the

first film it is definitely worth
watching. up in smoke may not
be as good as the first cheech
& chong movie that everyone
knows about, but it is still a lot

of fun. up in smoke is the
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second of four movies that
cheech & chong made. it was a

lot about cheech and chong
getting stoned and toge

another great movie from
cheech & chong's collection.
this movie is a lot of fun. this
movie is about two guys who
get high for the first time and

have lots of fun. in up in
smoke, they find their favorite
pot dealer and get high, this

ends up in a montage of people
getting high, but in the end of

the montage, cheech and
chong find out that the dealer
is their friend. then they get
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high and have lots of fun. the
movie has many funny scenes,
including one with some weird
drug-dealing scene. it is also
about three friends getting

high and having fun. you can
learn about cheech and chong

through this movie.
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